Dear Colleagues,

Thank you to broadcast this announcement to potential applicants (Ph.D graduates seeking a Post-doc or MSc graduates seeking a Ph.D. studentship).

Two post-doc openings that need to be filled as soon as possible are available at the Laboratory of Informatics Image Interaction (L3i -- http://l3i.univ-larochelle.fr) of La Rochelle University (http://www.univ-larochelle.fr/?lang=en), located in the magnificent city of La Rochelle by the West (Atlantic) Coast of France (2h25 to 2h45 from Paris by high speed train).

The first position targets “Delay-Tolerant Long Range (LoRa) Communications in Maritime Environment” and is part of a regional cross-university initiative on « Maritime Surveillance using Unmanned Maritime Vehicles and Communicating Buoys ».

The second one targets “Resource-Adaptive IoT Service Placement on the 5G Edge: Platform Design, Implementation and Benchmarking” and is in the frame of a national-wide collaborative research project on « Optimized 5G Slicing for IoT and their application to vertical markets ».

The successful applicants are expected to join the Lab. for an initial 1-year contract (renewal is subject to availability of funding and is up to 5 years), starting as soon as possible.

Other funded post-doc fellowships and Ph.D. studentships (3 years) positions on the broad topic of « Blockchain for IoT » are also available at the Laboratory of Informatics Image Interaction of La Rochelle University. These are also part of either regional initiatives or national/european-wide collaborative research projects.

Applicants should e-mail their resume with a list of two references as well as transcripts to Prof. Yacine GHAMRI-DOUDANE (yacine.ghamri@univ-lr.fr), with [Post-doc Application] (or [Ph.D. Application]) as a prefix of the email subject. Applications will be accepted until these positions are filled.

For more information, do not hesitate to send an email as well. I’ll will be glad to provide more details.

Kind regards,
Yacine GHAMRI-DOUDANE.
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